Edge To Edge Machine Quilting
On Your Embroidery Machine

Want the look of long arm quilting, but with your own embroidery machine? This is
the perfect class for you. Deb will show you how to do continuous line decorative
stitching as easy as 1, 2, 3! If you are a quilter and you also own and good size
embroidery machine, then you will love doing this.
The initial disk has the starter designs. Disks 2 through 7 can be purchased for $19.99

SUPPLY LIST
Embroidery Machine with Hoops*, needles
Thread for quilting
Bobbins an one size hoop. Once we do the math, you may want to use a different size hoo for
coverage reasons.
Bobbin Thread to match Backing
No Show Mesh, enough for 2 hoopings
Fabric markers, pencils, pens, rulers
Edge to Edge Quilt Designs loaded on USB or on machine
Small Calculator
Paper for Notes
Pins, Scissors, Tweezers,
Patience!
*It is suggested you bring more than one size hoop. Once we do the math, you may want to
was; do a different size hoop for coverage reasons. The largest hoop is not always the best
way to go.

A small 36 x 36 (or similar) quilt top sandwiched with batting. For ease of hooping, use a thin
batting such as Quilters Dream Request and backing, sprayed and lightly pinned. Backing and
batting should be 6 – 7” wider on ALL sides of your quilt. The sample quilt pattern used for
demonstration was; THREE IN A BOX, But border was not put on yet. Quilt size is 36 x 36.
Note; he easiest quilt top to start with for the edge to edge quilt would be 2”, 4”, 5” etc,
square blocks, or something similar. Easier for lining up the edge to edge in the hoop.
You may not finish quilting the top in class, but you will finish a large portion.
Bring lunch or snack and drink and be ready to learn something new.

